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D24 PVC Prox Discs
Continuing to expand options to optimize your prox solutions…

Introducing the Adhesive Back PVC Miniature Prox Discs
These provide the ideal prox product option where size & functionality play a valued
factor. With the advantage of a peelable adhesive back, these nickel sized miniature pvc
prox discs prove extremely beneficial with the ability to be adhered to a wide range of
surfaces essentially converting any such item to become prox compatible.
Ideal for everything from re-badging to a broad spectrum of issuance applications
whether for members, students, staff, or guests, they enable security with the
convenience of smaller size.
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PVC Prox Disc Specification
Product

Part#: D24-DSC-PRX-001
Blank self-adhesive PVC Disc with LF125Khz chip, round antenna.

Material
Card Type
Inlay

PVC
IC：LF 125 KHz
COIL：~ 20mm

Specification
Dimension
Weight
Function
Operating Temperature
Storage Conditions
Warranty
Storage Conditions

Thickness： 0.90 mm +/- .05
Diameter：25.0 mm +/- .4 mm
1.18 gr +/- .02 gr
Frequency: 125KHz +/-6KHz
Read range: > 4 cm
-50° to 160° F (-45° to 70° C)
Humidity: 45 - 75% relative humidity
Temperature: 22 ± 3°C
Warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for one year from date
of shipment.
Humidity: 45 - 75% relative humidity
Temperature: 22 ± 3°C

25.0 mm +/-0.5 mm
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